Whole genome characterisation of G11P[25] and G9P[19] rotavirus A strains from adult patients with diarrhoea in Nepal.
Rotavirus A (RVA) causes acute diarrhoea in children and less frequently in adults. However, the knowledge about the genotype distribution of RVA strains circulating in adults is limited particularly in developing countries. This study aimed to characterise the RVA strains detected from adult patients with diarrhoea in Nepal. A total of 47 RVA positive stool samples from adult patients with diarrhoea in Kathmandu, Nepal during 2007-2008 were examined for the G and P genotypes by sequencing. Nearly half (49%) of the samples were genotyped as G9P[8] (n = 23), G1P[8], G2P[4] (n = 5 each), G12P[8] (n = 4), G12P[6] (n = 3), G1P[6] (n = 2), G3P[8] and G9P[6] (n = 1 each). Interestingly, two G11P[25] and one G9P[19] strains detected were further subjected to Illumina MiSeq next generation sequencing to determine their whole genome sequences. The genotype constellations of RVA/Human-wt/NPL/TK2615/2008/G11P[25] and RVA/Human-wt/NPL/TK2620/2008/G11P[25] were I12-R1-C1-M1-A1-N1-T1-E1-H1, whereas that of RVA/Human-wt/NPL/TK1797/2007/G9P[19] was I5-R1-C1-M1-A8-N1-T1-E1-H1. The 11 genes of TK2615 and TK2620 were virtually identical, and they were either porcine-like or unique except the VP2 and NSP1 genes which were of human RVA origin. The two G11P[25] strains were also very similar to KTM368, another G11P[25] isolated from a child in Nepal in 2004. On the other hand, no gene of TK1797 was likely to be of human RVA origin. The observation that porcine-like RVAs were detected from adult patients justifies further studies to explore the role of adults in the interspecies transmission of animal RVA to humans.